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Abstract: The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force and the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
(CMS) recommend lung cancer screening (LCS) for high risk current and former smokers. Developing
a comprehensive LCS program requires coordinated planning from program conception through
implementation and maintenance that address both pragmatic and regulatory matters. In this review article,
we discuss the available evidence, guideline recommendations, and practical considerations for implementing
a high-quality LCS program. Key factors in the initial planning phase include engagement of stakeholders
with a particular focus on support from providers, patients and healthcare organizations. Additionally, it is
important to consider the infrastructure and program design that will best serve local needs, and implement
mandatory components such as a data registry and smoking cessation. We also discuss the implementation
phase including strategies for optimizing the eligible patient population to be screened as well as the
processes of shared decision making (SDM), standardization of screening results and communication of
findings to patients. Once patients have been screened, maintenance of a successful LCS program requires
iterative multidisciplinary reviews of key quality metrics and establishing systematic mechanisms to track
evaluation, minimizing loss to follow-up. We also review other recommended components that contribute to
maintaining a high-quality screening program such as a clinical screening coordinator, patient navigator, and
tools to improve the uptake of and adherence to LCS.
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Introduction
Lung cancer remains the leading cause of cancer death
in both men and women with an estimated 1.8 million
deaths annually worldwide. Both the National Lung
Screening Trial (NLST) and NELSON (NederlandsLeuvens Longkanker Screenings Onderzoek) trial showed
that lung cancer screening (LCS) with low-dose computed
tomography (LDCT) resulted in a 20–24% reduction
in mortality from lung cancer (1,2). In 2013 the U.S.
Preventive Services Task Force endorsed LCS for high-
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risk individuals as a grade B recommendation, and the
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) started
providing coverage for LCS in 2015 (3).
Currently there are approximately 7.6 million Americans
that would be eligible for LCS but only an estimated 4–14%
have actually undergone any LCS exam (4-6). Barriers to
adherence exist at the patient-level (e.g., reduced access
to preventive healthcare among smokers), provider-level
(e.g., insufficient knowledge of LCS and pulmonary nodule
evaluation), and system-level (e.g., insufficient resources
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Figure 1 Lung cancer screening implementation process.

to track and ensure appropriate evaluation) (7-10). A
multifaceted approach is required to address barriers in
screening, with development of a screening program being
a critical component to minimize disparities in lung cancer
care.
Implementation of high-quality LCS requires careful
consideration of the available support and infrastructure.
Many centers have already established LCS programs which
provides the opportunity to learn from their experiences. As
such, professional society guidelines exist that offer concise
outlines of expert panel recommendations (8,11,12). The
objective of this review is to expand on the current available
evidence and guideline recommendations to provide a
detailed and evidence-based approach to implementing a
comprehensive LCS program. We present the following
article in accordance with the narrative review checklist
(available at: http://dx.doi.org/10.21037/ccts-2020-lcs-02).
Methods
We searched the PubMed database for articles on LCS
and implementation of LCS programs. The Medical
Subject Headings (MeSH) search terms used were
“lung cancer screening”[MeSH]; “lung cancer screening
implementation”[MeSH]; “lung cancer screening
program”[MeSH]; “lung cancer screening implementation
clinical guidelines”[MeSH]; “lung cancer screening program
implementation”[MeSH]; Non-MeSH search terms used
were lung cancer screening, lung cancer screening program
implementation, lung cancer screening clinical guidelines, CMS
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requirements for lung cancer screening. Only articles including
human subjects and those published from 2010 to the
present were included. Articles in languages other than
English were excluded. Electronically available publications
and all study designs including qualitative, quantitative and
reviews were considered. Guidelines and resources from
international organizations and CMS were used where
appropriate. This search was last updated on October 2,
2020.
The planning phase
The initial step in developing a high-quality LCS program
is the planning phase. The planning phase encompasses
engagement of key stakeholders, evaluation and selection of
the optimal program model and infrastructure, delineation
of a strategy for data collection and registry submission,
and personnel considerations (Figure 1). Current guidelines
suggest giving significant weight to the consideration of
local factors such as the hospital system, patient population,
community structure and workflow when planning for a
LCS program (8,11).
Engaging key stakeholders
Starting an effective LCS program requires involvement
of the key stakeholders. These are individuals that will
be affected by the implementation of LCS, and whose
interests and expertise should be represented from the
outset. Stakeholders can include Primary Care Physicians
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Figure 2 Key stakeholders and members of each committee
involved in lung cancer screening implementation with potential
for overlap.

(PCPs), thoracic surgeons, pulmonologists, interventional
radiologists, oncologists, support staff and importantly,
patients. One approach to ensuring involvement of these
key stakeholders from program conception through
program maintenance is by establishing a multi-disciplinary
governance committee, or steering committee (13) (Figure 2).
At some institutions, the steering committee can leverage
the available infrastructure of an existing multidisciplinary
pulmonary tumor board, while other institutions have a
separate governance committee. The goal of this committee
is to ensure that the interests and expertise of the key
stakeholders are heard and represented throughout the
implementation process, and for members to identify
leaders and effective tools for the new LCS program.
Beyond engaging key stakeholders in the program,
establishing support from local PCPs is foundational for an
effective LCS program (14,15). PCPs should be specifically
included during the planning stages of developing a LCS
program in order to provide input on local workflow issues
and potential barriers to uptake or adherence. Previous
studies have suggested that up to 44% of PCPs are unsure
or not planning to screen their patients for lung cancer.
Barriers to screening that were frequently cited included
uncertainty about the clinical benefits of screening,
uncertainly about guidelines recommendations, concern
about lack of infrastructure support and lack of time to
discuss LCS with patients (16,17). Failure to engage PCPs
from the beginning stages may result in low uptake of
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LCS and poor adherence to follow-up recommendations.
Facilities that have implemented LCS programs described
the importance of obtaining PCP “buy-in” through
educational sessions, feedback of local outcomes, and
assigning clear responsibility for nodule evaluation
(14,18,19). In addition, educational programs for health care
providers can improve adoption of LCS into routine clinical
practice by helping providers to appropriately identify atrisk patients and manage screening results.
In addition to allying with PCPs during the planning
phase, it is equally important to engage the local healthcare
system leadership and develop a business model. There
are several costs to establishing LCS including personnel,
equipment and information technology (IT) which
should be considered in an initial business model (8,14).
Furthermore, engagement of local leadership can facilitate
the initial financial support that is necessary to launch a
comprehensive and high-quality LCS program.
Beyond clinicians and administration, it is paramount
to include patient and community representation at the
planning stages of an LCS program. This step is critical as
only 58% of Veterans and 12% of non-Veteran populations
have reported a prior discussion with a provider about
LCS (20,21). Community outreach and marketing can
help to raise awareness about LCS for both patients and
clinicians (22). Some marketing strategies proven to be
effective for LCS programs include hosting community
screening days, direct consumer advertisements, educational
websites and telephone access lines to facilitate self-referrals
(22,23). Development of websites should be conscientious
of presenting information that is balanced with regards
to the benefits and harms of LCS, as a study evaluating
LCS websites found that benefits were discussed twice as
frequently as harms (24).
Program model and infrastructure
The infrastructure and appropriate program model for
each LCS program depends on the available resources and
practice setting. Most LCS programs fit into one of three
general types of models: centralized, decentralized or
hybrid (11).
A decentralized LCS program is a program which allows
the ordering provider, commonly PCPs, to perform the
key program functions. This includes determining LCS
eligibility, performing an in-person shared decision making
(SDM) discussion with the patient, ordering the appropriate
exam, communicating the results of the test and managing
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the follow-up evaluation whether it would be surveillance
CT chest, positron emission tomography (PET), or an
invasive procedure. Additionally, given the requirements
for establishing LCS programs, the ordering provider
would also have to be responsible for smoking cessation and
tracking the results in a registry.
By contrast, in centralized programs the ordering
provider may determine initial LCS eligibility but then
defers key program functions to program personnel. For
example, a PCP or pulmonologist may identify a patient
as being appropriate for LCS and have the initial SDM
discussion with the patient. If the patient is agreeable to
entering screening, the ordering provider would place a
referral to LCS. The LCS screening coordinator would
confirm that the patient meets LCS eligibility criteria and
verify that SDM took place. The screening coordinator
would then order the appropriate LDCT and follow-up to
ensure adherence to the test as well as the results. For highrisk findings, centralized screening programs often have a
multidisciplinary tumor board designed to discuss complex
cases and results would be communicated to the patient
through an in-person visit to one of the member specialties
of the multidisciplinary tumor board. The LCS program
infrastructure would then be responsible of monitoring
adherence to recommendations and maintaining updates to
the registry.
A hybrid model for LCS combines the elements of
centralized and decentralized to meet the needs of its
patients in the context of the local healthcare system.
In a hybrid model, ordering providers, usually PCPs or
pulmonologists, are responsible for identifying patients
eligible for LCS, performing SDM, ordering the
LDCT and managing the findings of screening. Unlike
decentralized programs in which the ordering providers are
responsible for both low-risk and high-risk findings, in a
hybrid model the LCS program may have an infrastructure
which supports ordering providers in management of
high-risk findings. For example, some programs have a
multidisciplinary tumor board that discusses all high-risk
cases and communicates recommended next steps to the
ordering provider automatically without being consulted.
This key function ensures that important results don’t get
lost to follow-up and ‘fall through the cracks’. In addition,
the LCS program supports patients and providers by
helping to manage the registry and tracking evaluation
results.
Current guidelines do not recommend any particular
model over another. There is no evidence superiority of
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any particular model type and experts recognize that the
most important consideration when selecting a model is
the resources and context of the LCS program, with there
being no ‘one size fits all’ recommendation (25).
Registry
The CMS requires the use of a structured reporting system
and collection of specific data elements as part of a registry.
This is a requirement for LCS programs in order to receive
reimbursement from CMS. Registries facilitate collection
and tracking of data in a systematic and reproducible
manner. For LCS programs, maintenance of a local registry
can also help support the monitoring of recommended
follow-up including whether patients have been scheduled
or are overdue for a recommended evaluation (26).
Planning regarding IT infrastructure for the LCS program
is an important consideration to ensure timely and accurate
collection of data required for registry submission and
reimbursement.
Registry data points include patient identification and
demographics, smoking history, LCS scan information and
results, recommended follow-up evaluation, and the results
of any additional testing related to LCS results including
pathology and staging information (27). Other data points
that may be helpful to collect at the local level to augment
screening adherence include contact information for
patients, imaging characteristics of the nodules detected,
patient navigation notes, and upcoming evaluations. Many
programs facilitate data entry into registries via the EMR
which can often be used to automatically submit data to
the American College of Radiology (ACR) Lung Cancer
Screening Registry or other registries (12). Alternatively,
a manual tracking system could be used, although this
limits the ability to scale the program as more patients
are screened. Regardless of the method of data collection
and entry, the registry should be maintained and updated
regularly by a designated individual(s) to assure the data
integrity and to facilitate clinical care.
Personnel
Given the complexity of coordinating the varied aspects
of a high-quality LCS program, it is important to have
a lead clinician who monitors, guides and implements
improvements for the LCS program. In addition to a lead
clinician, many sites designate either a nurse navigator or
mid-level provider to the role of screening coordinator.
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The role of the screening coordinator is to communicate
with patients and referring providers, and coordinate
follow-up testing (28). Other sites delegate this role to a
pulmonologist or another physician, such as a PCP with
interest in LCS. The screening coordinator should have
ready access to the clinical director of LCS as well as
ancillary support staff or multidisciplinary tumor board if
present.
Another type of personnel that could be included
as part of the LCS program are patient navigators.
Patient navigators are team members that are culturally
and linguistically equipped to assist patients overcome
barriers to care (29). Patient navigators have previously
been shown in other cancer screening programs to help
improve adherence in low-income populations and racial/
ethnic minorities (30,31). These benefits are also likely to
be extended to LCS, as early studies have demonstrated
a higher rate of LCS uptake with the use of a patient
navigator (32,33).
A final personnel consideration is ensuring adequate
local radiology expertise in order to consistently and
appropriately interpret LCS CT scans. Some programs
accomplish this though a dedicated group of chest
radiologists who are responsible for interpreting LCS
exams. Other programs designate this responsibility to
radiology working group which is responsible for achieving
consistency in reporting within the radiology department.
CMS requires that reading radiologists have been trained
in radiation safety, be radiology board eligible, have
interpreted at least 300 chest CTs in the past 3 years and
obtain screening with LDCT in an LCS eligible radiology
imaging facility (34).
Implementation phase
The next step in setting up an LCS program is
i m ple m e n t a t io n . T hi s mu l ti fa c eted s tep i ncludes
identification of eligible patients, SDM, smoking cessation
counseling, performing and reporting the LCS exam, and
communication of the screening results to patients and
referring physicians.
Identification of eligible patients
Implementation of a comprehensive LCS program starts
with ensuring that screening is provided to the appropriate
individuals. The first step towards this end is to determine
which of the several published guidelines for LCS eligibility
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should be used within the program. Guidelines include
those from the United States Preventive Services Task
Force (USPSTF) (35), the CMS (34), and the National
Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) (36). All
guidelines support the screening of patients aged 55–74
that are current smokers or former smokers that quit within
the last 15 years, with at least a 30 pack-years cumulative
exposure. The USPSTF has drafted recommendations
to update their eligibility criteria to include age ranges
50–80, and reduce the minimum pack-years to 20 (37). This
guideline pertains to patients with private insurances under
the Affordable Care Act. CMS permits screening until age
77, and pertains to patients with Medicare and Medicaid.
In addition to the high-risk group covered under USPSTF
and CMS eligibility criteria, the NCCN extends eligibility
to individuals aged 50 or older with at least 20 pack years
and additional risk factors that increase the risk of lung
cancer at least 1.3%. Reimbursement for this second group
of potentially eligible patients varies by insurer.
Not only should the population being screened be at
higher risk of lung cancer, but patients should also be
healthy enough to benefit from screening (38). Even though
an individual may be eligible for LCS based on their age
and smoking history, it may be inappropriate to undergo
screening if they have many comorbidities or short life
expectancy, resulting in more harms than benefits from
LCS (39). For example, patients eligible for LCS who had a
Charlson Comorbidity Index of ≥2 that underwent surgery
for stage I lung cancer had worse 5-year survival, suggesting
that competing causes of death played a role and reduced
the potential benefit of screening for decreasing overall
mortality (40). While there is currently no agreed upon
method to determine which combination of co-morbidities
should preclude screening, the use of decision aids can help
in this SDM process (41-44).
Historically clinical care providers have been tasked with
identifying patients eligible for screening exams, including
LCS. More recently, the electronic medical record (EMR)
has shown increasing utility as a tool for identifying
potentially eligible individuals. Useful EMR tools include
pack-year smoking history which are entered by clinicians,
clinical reminders such as health maintenance alerts for
potentially eligible individuals, and order sets for LCS that
confirm patient eligibility (45,46). Integration of the EMR
into the LCS is dependent on local factors such as the
specific EMR in use, and the availability of IT support for
implementation of tools specific to LCS.
In addition to utilizing the EMR to identify individuals
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eligible for LCS, human review of LCS eligibility remains
a required step. One study showed that the EMR alone
was approximately 95% discordant with clinical history
obtained during a SDM visit and is not sufficiently accurate
to deem eligibility (46). Furthermore, CMS requires
clinician documentation of eligibility criteria for patients
undergoing LCS. While a potential barrier to LCS uptake,
this essential step further provides the ordering provider an
opportunity to review not only eligibility, but also potential
comorbidities or goals of care that might limit the benefit
of screening. Alternatively, some programs designate the
screening program coordinator to confirm patient eligibility
either through direct communication (telephone or inperson) with the patient or through chart review (14,47).
Shared decision making
CMS requires an SDM visit to discuss the benefits and
harms of LCS (48,49). The goal of SDM is for patients
and providers to discuss and come to a consensus about
how the potential benefits and harms of screening affect an
individual’s decision to undergo screening or not. Often,
PCPs are tasked with conducting the SDM, as patients
may benefit from having an already established rapport.
However, studies have suggested that PCPs struggle to find
sufficient time in brief follow-up visits to perform SDM and
medically manage several complex comorbidities (17,50).
Pulmonologists also frequently perform SDM for LCS
with their patients as they may already be under pulmonary
medicine care for chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
(COPD) or an incidental lung nodule in a patient who
would otherwise meet LCS eligibility criteria. While
prior studies suggest that pulmonologists may be more
comfortable identifying appropriate patients for LCS
and discussing follow-up recommendations with patients,
barriers include insufficient infrastructure to coordinate
effective and timely follow-up (51,52). In other programs,
LCS coordinators perform SDM (51). Importantly, CMS
requires that SDM occurs during an in-person visit with
a clinical provider (physician, physician assistant, nurse
practitioner or clinical nurse specialist) which may be a
limitation that may need to be re-addressed in the current
Coronavirus-19 climate focused on improving social
distancing (48).
Smoking cessation counseling
CMS requires smoking cessation counseling as part of a
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LCS program to receive reimbursement for screening, and
is also strongly recommended as a required component in
LCS implementation guidelines (11,48,49,53). Smoking
is strongly associated with lung cancer mortality, and
smoking cessation is key to reducing preventable deaths
from lung cancer. Prior studies have shown that there is no
difference in smoking cessation or relapse relates between
those undergoing LCS and those who did not undergo
screening, suggesting that the act of screening by itself
is not enough to motivate individuals towards cessation
(54,55). Additionally, patients may have misconceptions
that undergoing screening replaces the benefits of smoking
cessation (56). However, it has previously been shown that
individuals with abnormal LCS results were more likely
to quit than those with normal results, highlighting that
LCS can serve as a ‘teachable moment’ and emphasizes that
repeated interventions at multiple time points are more
likely to be successful in achieving smoking cessation (57,58).
Several interventions for smoking cessation in the setting
of LCS have proved useful including written materials with
links to online resources and telephone hotlines (e.g., 1–800
QUIT-NOW) (59) (Table 1). Other interventions including
nicotine replacement therapy (NRT), medications, and
in-person therapy have been found to be efficient outside
of the LCS programs and are recommended by smoking
cessation guidelines (60-62).
The screening process
Implementation of a comprehensive LCS is dependent
on standardization of the reported results and tracking
subsequent evaluation. To address the problem of having
varying recommendations for follow-up, the American
College of Radiology (ACR) developed Lung CT
Screening Reporting & Data System (Lung-RADS). This
system standardizes and streamlines reporting of LCS
results and management recommendations (63). LungRADS categorizes LCS results according to the risk of
malignancy and includes discrete recommendations for
annual screening, interval surveillance, PET scan, or
invasive testing for each Lung-RADS category. These
discrete recommendations help guide PCPs and health care
providers without expertise in thoracic imaging towards
specific guideline concordant evaluation options (64). As
a quality metric, some LCS programs perform periodic
evaluations to determine whether the Lung-RADS system
is consistently being applied by different radiologists (8).
While not routinely recommended in LCS implementation
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Table 1 List of available smoking cessation interventions and resources that can be implemented along with lung cancer screening
Non-pharmacologic therapies
Clinician counseling: brief advice and counseling with support and re-addressing progress at multiple time points
Behavioral counseling: provided either through individual, group or telephone or internet-based interfaces with the goal of equipping
smoker with cognitive-behavioral strategies to avoid triggers and deal with situations that may tempt smoking
Telephone hotline: 1-800-QUIT-NOW
Websites: smokefree.gov, map.naquitline.org
Pharmacologic therapies
Nicotine replacement therapy: gum, lozenges, patch, inhaler, nasal spray
Varenicline: reduces the symptoms of nicotine withdrawal by blocking nicotine from binding to the receptor that mediates the reinforcing
effects of nicotine that lead to nicotine dependence
Bupropion: enhances central nervous system noradrenergic and dopaminergic release

guidelines, this metric may be useful for LCS programs
with radiologists that are not specifically trained in thoracic
imaging.
Clear delineation of the responsibilities of LCS exam
result follow-up and communication of these results is a
key factor during the implementation phase. Both PCPs
and pulmonologists have cited insufficient infrastructure
to manage LCS result tracking and follow-up as a
perceived barrier to LCS implementation (17). Prior to
implementation of LCS, pulmonologists and thoracic
surgeons often guided management of incidental lung
nodules given their respective areas of expertise. However,
in a large LCS program, this approach has the potential
to overwhelm the resources within a department (45). An
alternative approach is to risk-stratify LCS exam results
based on the Lung-RADS system, and reserve sub-specialty
consultation for nodules with a higher risk of malignancy.
For example, most lung nodules smaller than 8 mm have
a low probability of malignancy and can be followed with
radiographic surveillance (65,66). For larger lung nodules or
findings concerning for lung malignancy, both subspecialty
evaluation and multi-disciplinary discussion can help ensure
that patients receive appropriate and individualized care.
This can be accomplished within a multidisciplinary tumor
board that includes members from pulmonary, radiology,
thoracic surgery and interventional radiology or through
multi-disciplinary clinical evaluations (14,19).
Communicating results to patients
Sensitive communication of LCS findings is paramount,
as many patients will have lung nodules, the majority of
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which are benign. Patients have reported dissatisfaction
with communication that is vague about the probability of
lung cancer, and also communication containing technical
medical jargon (67). Patients have also reported significant
distress and anxiety as a result of LCS results, some of
which lack diagnostic certainty and require prolonged
surveillance (68). Some LCS programs distribute an
informational brochure prior to LCS which addresses
common questions (69). Many programs communicate
normal results to patients via a physical letter mailed to
their home address. This process can be facilitated through
the use of a registry to generate template letters (51).
However, this strategy may only be effective for patients
with a completely normal or likely benign LCS. This
approach also loses an opportunity for clinicians to connect
with patients to re-emphasize the results of quitting
smoking. For patients with indeterminate results, some
programs suggest supplementing a written letter with a
phone call or in-person visit (67). This approach allows
patients the opportunity to ask questions and develop better
understanding of their results. For patients with moderate
to high risk probability of malignancy who may need
additional testing or an invasive procedure, communication
should occur during an in-person visit.
Beyond lung nodules, LCS can also identify other lung
abnormalities or abnormalities outside of the lung that
require further evaluation. Examples of significant other
findings include thyroid nodules, coronary calcifications,
and adrenal nodules. In Lung-RADS reporting system,
these are reported as Lung-RADS Category S which can
be added as a modifier to a Lung-RADS 1–4 category.
The frequency of identifying significant findings not
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concerning for lung cancer varies significantly by program,
and ranges between 3–42% on baseline screening exams
(70,71). Further evidence is needed to develop a systematic
approach to manage these findings but at the very minimum
the LCS program should have a mechanism in place to
ensure that either the PCP or ordering provider is aware of
the incidental findings and they feel comfortable with the
current infrastructure of their health system to be able to
deal with these.
Maintenance phase
Once LCS is implemented, successful programs will engage
in an iterative multidisciplinary review of key quality metrics
to ensure high-quality patient care. American Thoracic
Society (ATS) and American College of Chest Physicians
(ACCP/CHEST) guidelines have proposed several
quality metrics to be monitored annually which include
(I) appropriate population being screened; (≥90% should
meet LCS eligibility criteria); (II) adherence to a systematic
radiology reporting system, like Lung-RADS (≥90%
should use structured reporting); (III) nodule evaluation
monitoring (tracking how many individuals are adherent
to recommended evaluation, how many invasive tests and
complications occur; and how many cancers are diagnosed,
including their staging); (IV) adherence to smoking
cessation interventions including how many patients were
offered cessation interventions and participated. Ideally, this
data would be collected and monitored through the registry.
Also critical to the success of a LCS program is
establishing systematic mechanisms to track evaluation
and prevent loss to follow-up. Two mechanisms are
development of a healthcare system registry to track data on
patients undergoing LCS, which is a CMS requirement, and
appointment of a screening program coordinator (48,72,73).
Periodic review of the registry data by the steering
committee should occur to ensure the integrity of the
registry and if any deficient areas are noted, it should
serve as a call to action for to develop a corrective plan. In
addition, CMS requires that all LCS programs report the
data on all screening performed to a national registry (48).
National surveys have found varying levels of readiness and
resources for implementing LCS programs, so it is critical
to develop mechanisms to collect and track results (74).
Patient and stakeholder committees have also been used
to ensure successful maintenance of comprehensive LCS
programs (Figure 2). These committees are comprised of
key local stakeholders and organizations which can include
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representatives from participating healthcare systems,
employer coalitions, health departments, major insurers,
nonprofit and diversity organizations that may have a
stake in disparities and cancer outcomes (75). In contrast
to steering committees or multidisciplinary tumor boards
that may meet every 1–2 weeks to determine timely plans
for high-risks findings, patient and stakeholder committees
meet approximately quarterly to review screening rates and
related disparities to identify factors that may be affecting
LCS and recommend strategies that improve efficacy of the
local LCS program.
Conclusions
Currently, there is both sub-optimal uptake to initial
LCS and poor adherence to subsequent LCS. It is clear
that optimizing the mortality benefits derived from LCS
is dependent on high-quality LCS and a comprehensive
approach is to key to ensuring success from the initial buyin phase through to the implementation and maintenance
phase that allows for continued quality checks and
improvements.
Overall, implementing a high-quality and comprehensive
LCS program is dependent on fully utilizing key
stakeholders and local infrastructure to develop a program
model that will best meet the needs of the patient
population. There also needs to be careful considerations
for evaluating and performing quality metric reviews to
ensure that benefits from LCS are being optimized to
reduce mortality from lung cancer in the local community.
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